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To all who11v it 1111ay coneer:n:
Be it known that I, GEORGE 1VALKER, a citizen of the United States, residing at Newark,
in the county of Essex and State of New Jer5 sey, have invented certain new and useful Im.provements in Draft-Eyes; and I do hereby
declare the following to be a full, clear, and
exact description of the invention, such as will
enable others skilled in the art to which it ap10 pertains to make and use the same,reference
being had to the accompanying drawings, and
. to figures of reference marked thereon, which
form a part of this specification.
The present invention has reference to imr 5 provements in draft-eyes for iron hame-bodies;
and the invention relaws more particularly to
improvements in that class of draft-eyes which
are cast or otherwise made of composition
metal and in which, owing to the soft nature
20 of the metal, the eye proper is soon worn
down by its frictional. engagement with the
holding attachment or the hame-tug.
My invention has for its principal objects
to provide a simple contrivance which is to be
25 used with a draft-eye made of a composition
or other similar soft metal; to provide adrafteye the bod,y portion of which shall be of a
·metal of one degree of consistency, having a
reinforcing member of a metal of another de30 gree of consistency and which shall be just as
strong and shall have the same properties.as
a draft-eye made of malleable or drop-forged
iron, and· also avoiding the necessity of plat:.
ing such iron or steel draft-eye when it is de35 sired to have a highly ornamental draft-eye.
With these several objects in view I propose
to provide the receiving eye or opening in the
body of a draft-eye, which is made of a composition or other soft metal, with a reinforc40 ing means, preferably in the form of an auxiliary ring or eye, of a hard metal, such as
steel or east or malleable iron, about which
the main body portion of the draft-eye proper
is formed or cast substantially in the manner
45 and for the purpose to be hereinafter more
fully set forth.
My present invention therefore consists in
the novel draft-eye for hames hereinafter set
. forth; and, furthermore, this invention con-

sists in the various novel arrangements and 50
combinations of parts, all of which will be
fully described in the following specification
and then finally pointed out in the clauses of
the claim, which form.a part of and are appended to the said specification.
55
The invention is clearl,yillnstrated in the
accompanying drawings, in whichFigll.re 1 is a perspective view of a lmmebody and a draft-eye, the said draft-eye being
made according to the principles of the pres- 60
ent invention. Fig. 2 is a face view of the
said draft-eye and a portion of the hame-body
to which it is secured, the said parts being represented on an enlarged scale. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal vertical section of the said parts, 65
taken on line 3 3 in said Fig. 2; and Fig. 4 is·
a vertical cross-section of the same part,s, the
said section being taken on line 4 4 in said
Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a face view, and Fig. 6 a
side view, of .the reinforcing ring or eye em- 70
ployed with the draft-eye represented in said
Figs. 1 to 4, inclusive. Fig. 7 is a face :view
of a portion of a hame-body and a draft-eye
provided with a modified form of reinforcing
ring or eye, but still embodying the princi- 75
ples of this invention; and Fig,. 8 is a longitudinal vertical section of the.said parts, taken
on line 8 8 in said Fig. 1 of the drawings.
Similar characters of reference are em ployed
in all of the said above-described views to in- So
dicate corresponding parts.
In the. said drawings the reference charac:ter 1 designates ;tny suitable Imme-body or
hame - iron, and 2 indicates the draft - eye
proper, which is made according to the prin- 85
ciples of the present invention and which is
connected with the said harne-body or hameiron 1 in the proper position and in any suitable and well-known manner;
·
As has been stated, my invention is appli- 90
cable to draft-eyes which are made from composition or other soft metal arid thenprovided
with a highly ornamental finish.
ln carrying out my present invention I take
a rihg or eye 3, which is provided with an 95
opening or hole 4, of any suitable configuration; but preferably of the configuration illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, and 5, the said ring or eye
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3 being also preferably made with one or more
laterally-extending lips or projections 5, and
then I form the draft-eye proper by casting
or otherwise producing the main body of the
5 said draft-eye around the said ring or eye 3,
so that the two members or parts are securely
united by thoroughly embedding the said ring
or e,ye 3 in the said draft-eye proper, substantially as illustrated. When thus united, the
ro upper and lower rounded marginal edges 6
and 7 of the opening or hole 4 in said ring
or eye 3 are left perfectly flush with the
upper and lower surfaces of the draft- eye
proper, as clearly illustrated, and a strong and
15 serviceable draft-eye having a reinforced receiving-eye for connection therewith of the
hame-tug attachment or fastening is the result. When made in this manner, all danger
of wearing out the receiving-eye of the draft20 eye proper when made from composition or
other soft metal is clearly avoided, and a draftcye of this character can be put to its many
uses in connection with a harness without
breaking or becoming unsightly when the eye
2 5 is worn down by frictional contact or engagement with the usual hard-metal fastening device of the hame-tug. In order that the drafteye proper may be additionally strengthened
along its main body, I may provide the said
30 ring or eye 3 in place of one of said short lips
or projections 5 with a long projection or arm
8, as illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8, which long
projection or arm 8 is embedded within and
extends in a rearward direction in the main
35 body portion of the draft-eye proper, as represented more particularly in Fig. 8 of the
drawings, the said draft-eye proper being suitably formed about the said ring or eye 3 and
the said long projection or arm 8 in the man40 ner hereinabove mentioned.
I am aware that some changes may be made
in the various arrangements and combinations
of the parts without departing from the scope
of my present invention. Hence I do not
45 limit my invention to the exact arrangements
and combinations of the parts as described in

the previous specification and as illustrated in
the accompanying drawings, nor do I confine
myself to the exact details of the construction
of the said parts.
50
Having thus described my invention, what
I claim isl. As a new article of rnmrnfacture, a drafteye consisting of a met:d body of one clegTec
of consistenc,y, the said body being provided 55
with an enlarged receiving-eye, ancl a reinforcing-ring arranged in said e,ye, saicl ring
being of a metal of another degTcc of consistency, the upper and lower surfaces of said
ring being flush with the upper and lower 60
surfaces of the draft-eye body, ancl a projection extending from said ring, said projection
extending into and being entirely embedded
in the metal of the draft-eye body by having·
the metal of said body cast about s:iicl projcc- 6 5
tion to prevent displacement of said ring· from
the eye in said body, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.
2. As a new article of manufacture, a clraJteye consisting· of a metal body of one degrcl\ 70
of consistenc,y, the said body being p1·m·ided
with an enlarged receiving-eye, and a reinforcing-ring arranged in said eye, said ring·
being of a metal of another degree of consistency, the upper and lower surfaces of said 75
ring being flush with the upper and lower
surfaces of the draft-e.ye bod,v, and projections 5 extending in opposite directions from
the opposite sides of said ring, said projections being entirely em bedded in the metal of So
the draft-eye body by having the mrfal of
said body cast about said projections to prevent displacement of said ring from the e,\·e
in said body, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.
85
In testimony that I claim the invention set
forth above I have hereunto set my lrnrnl this
10th day of April, 1902.
GEORGE vV ALKER
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